Everyday God
Acts 1:15-17, 21-26; Psalm 1; 1 John 5:9-13; John 17:6-19
For the disciples, the last few months have been a whirlwind. They witnessed the death of Jesus,
sending them into deep mourning. They were surprised a few days later when Jesus rose from the dead,
sparking skepticism even among those staring at Jesus’s resurrected body face-to-face. After meeting Jesus
sporadically, they witness Jesus ascend into heaven. As they stand gazing at the clouds, rightfully wondering
what they’ve just witnessed, two angels chastise them. “Why are you standing here?” they ask, almost as if to
say, “Are you still surprised?”
Fortunately, as the disciples chart their next steps, they seem to be mastering a rather steep learning
curve. You can almost sense the change as you read the text. The disciples are no longer the confused and
baffled people we saw back in Luke, who missed Jesus’s obvious instructions when the Samaritan’s rejected
Jesus and they asked “Master, do you want us to call a bolt of lightning down out of the sky and incinerate
them?”(Luke 9:54-55) The Message. Now the disciples all of a sudden seem to get it.
As this scene opens in Acts 1:15, Peter gets up to speak to the hundred plus followers they’ve
attracted. He speaks with an authority that the readers have never seen before. Peter is a natural preacher.
He defends the death of Jesus. (It only proves that the scripture was correct.) He easily answers objections
about Judas’s role in the conspiracy. (It is unfortunate, but it was foretold. He abandoned Christ, but it had to
happen.) And he offers a direction forward. A disciple left the group, and now that disciple needs to be
replaced.
A job description is quickly created, but it’s very obvious what the qualifications are. If you want to be
one of the twelve disciples, you need to have been present from the beginning of Jesus’s ministry and
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witnessed everything up through the resurrection. Two candidates emerge.
Leadership decisions can be both immensely important and horribly mundane, often at the same time.
Allen Stanton tells the story of how he was replaced: “When I decided to leave my previous job, a small
search committee was formed to find my replacement. Naturally, I had an vested emotional interest. I was
proud of the work that I had done and wanted to find someone that could carry that work forward.
A few times each week, the members of the committee would sit and review résumés together. To be
honest, a lot of the résumés were boring. Not that they were unimpressive; they just lacked that x factor.
Something didn’t quite fit. But, occasionally, we would find a candidate that had valuable experiences, a
knowledge base that would serve the job well, and the skills to complete the job.
Slowly, we found our way to two candidates, whom we dutifully presented to the rest of the office
and, more importantly, to the executive director. And that was when we were faced with the hardest part of
the process. How do you choose between two candidates who both seem perfect? What information do you
have to inform your decision about why one should be hired above the other?
Fortunately, that decision did not rest with me but with my director. And, compared to the disciple’s
decision, it was relatively low stakes. We were filling an entry-level position at a nonprofit. They were deciding
who would be the twelfth leader of the launch team for the entire church. History hinged on their decision.
Or did it? In the moment, it seems like such an important decision. Most leadership decisions do. Each
year, our nominations committee looks at the positions that needs to be filled in our church leadership. We
spend hours upon hours debating names, skill levels, and interests. I suspect we spend more time than it’s
really worth. The people who want to serve find a way to serve. The people who do not want to serve, well,
don’t. It doesn’t seem to matter whether we spent hours debating their name in a committee.”
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Frankly, the author of Acts doesn’t give us a whole lot of information about what kind of job Matthias
does after he’s chosen. We have no idea whether he was a good choice. We never hear anything else about
him.
More important than Matthias’s résumé is the decision-making process itself, the way that the
disciples discerned who would be added to their numbers.
Peter begins the process by firmly rooting himself in scripture. Like an expert preacher, Peter preaches
a sermon of Jesus foretold by the Psalms of David. The events that have happened, Peter announces, were
meant to happen. It’s the story that scripture was always going to tell. The person who replaces Judas must
be intimately tied to that story. They need to have witnessed exactly who Jesus is. They need to know this
story, too.
With the criteria offered, the community nominates two people. Then they leave it up to God. The
whole process is a collaboration between the Holy Spirit and the worshipping community. It is a delicate
dance, a back and forth. Their task has come directly from Jesus; they are to be witnesses and testify. As they
begin their work, they work in accordance with scripture. When faced with a decision, they do what they
know to do and then depend on the Holy Spirit for the rest.
In her book Sundays in America (Boston: Beacon Press, 2008), Suzanne Strempek Shea visits churches
all over the United States. In one instance, she visits a Quaker community. The service, which is tantamount
to sitting and waiting for the Holy Spirit to come, begins before she realizes that it does. After struggling, she
eventually falls into a pattern of prayer, which is only occasionally interrupted by the short Spirit-inspired
speeches of people in the room. Soon the hour is over, which is a surprise to her. It felt like it had just begun.
As she reflects on her experience, she writes, “Maybe that’s what I want to do with all of these churches. To
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be present to the experience as it unfolds on each particular Sunday” (p. 34). Perhaps we should be more
open to letting the Spirit unfold what’s around us. Rather than forcing ourselves to be the church, we might
just let the Spirit unfold what the church is meant to be.
Much of “church” is like any other organization. To some degree, it’s about perfecting a process. We
pick days to host programs that we know will attract people. We write sermons that will endear us (or not) to
the listener. We select songs and hymns that elicit strong emotions.
Certainly there’s nothing wrong with establishing a good process. It helps to establish a road map to
where we’re going and how to measure our success (or lack thereof). Here in Acts, though, we find a peculiar
process. I, for one, cannot seem to remember the last time I flipped a coin and let the Holy Spirit choose for
me.
Not all that long ago, a worship committee debated the merits of having two services on Christmas
Eve, which as it happened, fell on a Sunday. Around the table they went, examining the various options.
Should they have a morning and an evening service? Should they just do a morning one? Will people have
made plans to be with their families that night?
Pretty soon, the questions came down to what you would expect in a small congregation: “If we do
two services, who will show up? And if we’re going to just do one service, which one time slot will get the
most people?”
Just as it seemed that they had made up their minds (one service, in the morning), one of the new
committee members spoke up. She was a newer member of the church, having moved her membership from
a large congregation just a town over.
“Wait a second,” she said. “What if someone shows up at church because they know we normally have
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an evening service, and we’re not here? What if they miss hearing the gospel because we were worried no
one would come? It seems to me that it doesn’t really matter if anyone shows up. We just need to do our
job.”
The committee was reminded, in that moment, that they had been going about the process all wrong.
Their process was geared toward an outcome that was wholly separate from what their job was. Their job was
to preach the gospel. Their desired outcome was a full sanctuary.
As their voice of reason helpfully reminded them, the actual outcome was not really all that
important. It wast heir ability to be faithful in the decision and the work itself that was really important, and
they had come close to failure in that task.
After the memory of Easter, after the surprise of resurrection, the disciples have work to do. They are
tasked with building the church, a monumental endeavour. When it comes time to fill the vacancy left by
Judas, I can almost imagine the disciples briefly contemplating an alternative decision-making model.
“Well,” I imagine them saying, “Jesus isn’t really here. We do need to be practical about this. Joe is
great marketer. Let’s just pick him and get on with it.”
Fortunately, more faithful voices prevail. Peter stands before the assembled church and demands that
they start out on the right foot. Otherwise, what’s the point?
Pretty soon, the church will have forgotten all about Easter. It will be time to get back to the everyday
work of the church. There will be tasks to complete, reports to file, budgets to keep up with, committees to
meet with, and church members to please. It can become quite mundane, even tedious.
But those are the moments when our faith really shines, when we face the real test. If we cannot be
faithful in those small moments, when the stakes are low, then how will we be faithful when the stakes are
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high?
Peter was tasked with building the church. Here we are, scions of Saskatoon’s first church, heirs of the
amalgamation of two pioneering congregations. We are tasked with carrying that church forward. I’m
confident that the church will persevere, regardless of our own incompetency. After all, it’s lasted this long.
The real challenge that we face is this: can we be faithful while we do it? Can we trust the Holy Spirit to guide
us? Thanks be to God. Amen.
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